JAC - The Rotarian
At the time of building Lincoln Works in 1923 John
Crabtree became a founder member of the ‘Rotary Club
of Walsall’ and editor of the club’s journal ‘Spokes’. On the
first page of each edition he wrote an amusing tale about
an individual club member illustrating it with a caricature.
This must have created much amusement amongst the
membership, but not it appears, always to the liking of the
individual concerned. JAC was unable to produce the June
1923 edition (presumably due to work commitments) and
on the page opposite you will see members comments
complete with caricature of JAC at work.
Rotary was undoubtedly the foremost of JAC’s many
interests outside work. He rose to the highest office in
British Rotary when in 1933 he was appointed president
of Rotary International (Great Britain and Ireland).
E J SHARPE
He has a particularly generous
disposition which, allied with a
natural reserve amounting to
almost shyness, makes him an
extremely likeable personality.
He is quick in thought - almost
inclined to be impetuous has
an incisive way of getting to
the root of things, and waste
no words in doing so.

W B ROWLINSON - Journalist, Sporting.
He has a very likeable personality not at all the type of man that one
generally conceives as a journalist,
and in that I should imagine lies his
strength, inasmuch he
disarms suspicion,
leaving one more
inclined to talk
unreservedly.

GORDON VEARS
From the freshness of dawn,
the keen wind from the open
moorland and the tang of the
sea all go to make-up Gordon
Vears. He is the most freshest,
breeziest and most virile man
in the Club. Ten minutes talk
with him is better than a tonic.

A E READ
He has been one of the dark horses
of the Club, but the work of the last
few weeks, culminating in the Garden
Party at Streetly, has given Rotarians a
measure of his capacity for Rotary work.

EDGAR LESTER
There is something very pleasant - one
would almost say charming - in his
quiet reserve, and one soon learns
that there is a sense of reliability and
dependableness behind it all. He
seldom, if ever, speaks at Club meetings
and in many respects this is to be
regretted, for in conversation he has
always something worth saying.
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